Hello, my name is _________________. We are students working our way through
school. We’ve decided to promote family values, and better health in our
community. I’ll let you take a look.
SOMETHING BETTER offers you the latest information on healthful cooking with
more than 100 healthy recipes. It promotes the low-fat, low-cholesterol diet
recommended by the American Heart Association and it tastes good!
IN SEARCH OF PEACE can help you find freedom from worry, guilt, and fear, as it
gives you 13 steps on how to find peace. It`s a great devotional book that has
helped millions of people all around the world.
NEW TESTAMENT introduces young people to the life of Christ. This book helps your
child understand that relationship with Jesus isn`t just for adults and it helps them
make Jesus their personal Friend.
HISTORY OF FREEDOM traces the path of freedom from the Dark Ages down
through today in Biblical perspective. It also shows what role America plays in the
last-day events.
FIGHT DESIESE WITH FOOD helps us to avoid unnecessary medical bills by using
plants in natural form and enjoy life at the same time. There is power in simplicity.
FULL SET CLOSE
We are leaving the books on a donation basis. In a bookstore a set like this would
cost $40, but people have been helping us with $30 - $40. We leave it with a receipt
from the company, and my name goes on the bottom so you know which student
you helped put through school. Fifty percent of what you give goes to help
students. We accept cash or check. Which book(s) interested you the most?
HOPE & HAPPINESS - This is a little pick-me-up that will help you to deal with stress
and many other problems of life. You will never regret having it. Whatever you give
helps me to go to school.

OLD TESTAMENT tells true stories from the Bible that help your child gain confidence.
It helps them apply what they’re reading to their lives.
MY FOREVER FRIEND is for the preschool child. Bright, colorful pictures (point to text),
with rhythm and repetition (point to text) help your child learn faster.
BIBLE ANSWERS
This book answers questions most commonly asked about the Bible, like “What
happens after death? Is Jesus really coming back soon? How can I stay financially
secure?” The questions are highlighted in bold.
HEALTH AND PEACE is a comprehensive approach to all three aspects of our
wellbeing. It talks about physical, social, and spiritual growth, while suggesting ways
on how to deal with specific challenges.
THEY CALL HIM JESUS is a beautiful biography of our Savior which includes all stories
from all four gospel writers. It also gives us better understanding to Jewish customs
and life. I am sure, that we can never learn enough about Jesus.

